EXCELSIOR FIRE DISTRICT GIFT LIST

Looking for a last minute Christmas gift, stocking stuffer, Hanukkah gift, or gifts for
any occasions, this is what Sparky the Fire Dog, Freddie the Fire Truck, and the EFD
Firefighters suggest.
Smoke Alarms
There is a variety available through electricians, smoke alarm companies, and the big
box stores. There are wireless smoke alarms , ones you can record a message on, and
ones with lights, just to name a few.
Carbon Monoxide Alarms
Purchase one with a digital read out and that can also be plugged into an outlet with a
battery backup. Avoid getting a duel smoke and CO alarm.
Stovetop FireStop
An automatic fire suppression product that puts out fire on stovetops, even grease fires.
There are range hood/vented hood models and models for stovetops with microwave
hung above them. They are typically available online or by special order only. Go to the
web site for more information. http://www.stovetopfirestop.com/where-to-buy
Deep Fryer
A safety feature is built in so oil will not over heat. No more pan frying when you can
use a deep fryer.
New Pot Holders
Purchase ones with good thermal protection and that are fire resistive.
Battery Operated Candles or Flameless Candles

They are available in most stores that sell regular candles. They flicker like a regular
candle flame, have many sizes, and come in scented versions.
Fire Extinguisher
Purchase a fire extinguisher that is made for the area is would be used in. Purchase a
fire extinguisher with a dial the shows when it is charged/good and expired/no good.

Safe-T-Elements
Engineered to help prevent cooking fires on electrical stovetops by reducing the amount
of electricity required to cook. Available throughout North America as a retrofit for
existing electric coiled stoves also available pre-installed in new stoves.
New Space Heater
Space heaters manufactured in the last couple of years have added safety features.
New Propane/Outdoor Heaters
New propane heaters have safety features and enclosed heating elements to prevent
fires.
A Residential Fire Sprinkler System
Give the gift that will save your loved ones lives if a fire should occur in their home.
Fire Prevention
Keep in mind a lesson in Fire Prevention is one of the greatest gifts you can give to
protect the ones you love. It only takes a little time, there is no wrapping, shopping,
crowded malls, or shipping costs. It’s FREE.
For more information use your search engine or contact Kellie at 952-960-1692
or kmurphyringate@excelsiorfire.org

